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Tainted love

Touch of grey

The Germans know what they
owe the Americans. But what does that
mean for the future?

Leading a government she did not want
and unable to silence her critics,
Angela Merkel finds herself in a tough spot

BY KATJA GLOGER AND
GEORG MASCOLO

O

ne of the low points of the
trans-Atlantic relationship can
be pinpointed precisely: June
19, 2018, 6:52AM EST. Presumably
from his bedroom in the East Wing of
the White House, US President Donald
Trump clicked “send” in his Twitter
app: “Crime in Germany is up 10% plus
(officials do not want to report these
crimes) since migrants were accepted.”
It sounds like a state conspiracy, one
discovered by the American president: the
German chancellor, interior minister and
police have conspired to deceive the German
people. But this tweet, too, to put it mildly,
was an incorrect claim. The AfD gleefully
retweeted the
message:
Trump, it said,
obviously had
precise information from
his intelligence
services.
The German
government
and the chancellor refuted
the substance
of the tweet. In reality, the crime rate was
down 10 percent in 2017, and was at its
lowest since 1992. The political damage
was somewhat contained, but the aftershock
continues to linger.
Countering “fake news” and other
media hysterics spread and enflamed by
Russia is old hat for Berlin – after all,
during the Cold War, West Germany was
the preferred target for disinformation
campaigns by the KGB and the Stasi. But
to be attacked like this by a political ally?
That was something new.
Unfortunately, this is but one of many
reasons to look upon the German-American
relationship with concern. The majority of
Germans harbor deep mistrust for Trump
and consider him a danger to world peace.
They are disappointed and distraught by
his cavalier attitude toward the free press,
the independence of the judiciary and other
fundamentals of democracy – values that the
Americans so successfully bequeathed to the
vast majority of West Germans after the end
of the Hitler dictatorship. The initial ironic
response, the sarcasm about his rhetoric and
the ridicule of his incessant narcissism have
yielded to the recognition that this president
must be taken very seriously.
Germans, in spite of all justified – and
sometimes excessive – criticism, are fully

aware of the depth of gratitude they owe
the Americans, even if for decades only
the western part of their divided country
profited from it. Together with the Red
Army, US soldiers liberated Germany
from the despotism of the National Socialists. The Americans – in a move that of
course benefitted their own economy as
well– buried the Morgenthau Plan and
launched the Marshall Plan. Decades
later, after the fall of the Berlin Wall,
they promoted reunification while the
French and Brits had misgivings. But the
Americans also had the confidence that
the Germans had become a mature and
responsible nation. The pride at having so
decisively contributed to the evolution of
the new Germany accounts for America’s
trusting demeanor. In this sense, Germany
has always provided some sort of selfaffirmation
for America
as well.
In their short
post-WorldWar-II history,
the Germans
have never had
a better friend
than the Americans.
And
when push
came to shove,
Germany was one of the more reliable
friends of the US. Former Chancellor Gerhard Schröder risked his office by contributing to the NATO war effort in Afghanistan
after 9/11. Two years after that, George W.
Bush took Germany’s refusal to contribute
troops to the invasion of Iraq as a betrayal.
So, how to handle Trump and the US
in these trying times? Justified and openly
voiced criticism is as important as the readiness for self-criticism. Germany’s trade balance surplus and its – in America’s eyes
– inadequate defense expenditures had
already been matters of concern for Clinton, Bush and Obama. They raised their
concerns behind closed doors in a friendly
tone – and each German government turned
a deaf ear.
In recent months, some government officials have reread the farewell address US
Secretary of Defense Robert Gates delivered to NATO in Brussels in June 2011.
Gates warned that if burden sharing did not
become more equitable, future presidents
could strike a very different tone and follow
a less lenient course. And so it has come to
pass. For its external and, for that matter, its
internal security, Germany relies largely on
the US – the NSA and the CIA. This was true
before and is still true after the disclosures
of Edward Snowden.

THE GERMANS
HAVE NEVER HAD
A BETTER FRIEND
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AMERICANS
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BY GÜNTER BANNAS

T

he final years are always the
hardest. For nearly 13 years,
Angela Merkel has been chancellor of the Federal Republic of Germany.
No current head of government in the
Western democratic world has held
power longer than this woman from the
former East Germany.
Merkel has led her party, the center-right
Christian Democratic Union (CDU), for
18 years. Only Helmut Kohl, the chancellor of Reunification, served longer in that
office. Germany’s sole female chancellor,
Merkel has also led a variety of different
cabinets, at times in coalition with the
center-left Social Democrats (SPD), and
at other times
with the freemarket Free
Democrats
(FDP).
Unlike the
United States,
Germany does
not limit the
duration for
which one
person can
hold the country’s most powerful political office. In
April 2016, on his last visit to Berlin as
US president, Barack Obama remarked
“I do not envy Angela Merkel for not
having term limits.” Obama praised the
wisdom of the US Constitution’s framers. “I think it’s healthy for a big, diverse
country like ours to have some turnover.
To use a phrase from basketball, to have
some fresh legs come in.”
Merkel was stunned. Her face expressed
astonishment, and seemed to question
whether saying such a thing was even
proper. A number of her close associates
who had expressed their intention to
leave politics after years of service would
later describe a different Angela Merkel.
She seemed reflective, they said, as if it
might be liberating for her, too, to pass
the onus of responsibility on to others.
Following much introspection, she
decided otherwise. Now, however,
Merkel finds herself in a position that
could not be politically more difficult.
Public opinion is beginning to turn
against Merkel. The chancellor barely
reaches anyone with her talking points
anymore. She is grappling with – and
suffering from – three main problems.
First, Merkel leads a coalition government that none of the other parties

involved really wanted. Following the
federal election last year, Merkel and her
inner circle tried to forge a coalition the
likes of which had never existed before in
Germany: her Christian Democrats joining forces with the pro-business FDP and
the environmentalist Greens. Following
weeks of negotiations, the FDP walked
out. FDP policymakers and even leading
Social Democrats blamed Merkel, adding
that the coalition talks’ failure indicated
that Merkel’s days as chancellor were
numbered.
The SPD, for its part, had little interest
in joining yet another grand coalition
with Merkel. Its leadership – under thenchairman Martin Schulz – understandably pointed out that it had just polled
the worst election result in its history.
Voters had assigned the SPD the role of
an opposition
party, Schulz
said, pledging that he
would never
take part in a
Merkel cabinet. Merkel
h e r s e l f
favored new
elections.
It was President FrankWalter Steinmeier who put an end to
such plans. He ruled out another vote.
Only after a long period of inner conflict
did the SPD signal its readiness to cooperate. In return, the CDU had to forfeit
the hugely important finance portfolio
to the smaller SPD.
Second, Merkel’s situation has not
improved since. The finance minister
is now the SPD’s Olaf Scholz, who just
last fall was still gleefully ridiculing
the chancellor. “Her political style has
apparently reached its limit,” Scholz
said. “The time of just muddling through
is over.” Now he is vice-chancellor, and
many in the SPD believe he is readying
to vie for the top job in the next federal
election. In the details of government
work – which are closely watched in Berlin’s political circles – Scholz is walking
away from previous agreements. Pension
payments after the year 2040 are just one
example. Statements by Scholz have led
to counterattacks from Merkel’s CDU.
As a result, Merkel came under pressure
within her own party and felt constrained
to contradict him.
Relations with the Bavarian CSU,
the CDU’s so-called sister party, are
even worse. Virtually no politician in
Germany has rejected Merkel’s refu-
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Tainted love

Trump cites only the numbers
that paint Germany as a stingy ally
living shamelessly off the generosity
of the US. The German government
has – unsuccessfully – attempted
to convince Trump that it is ready
to make changes, even though his
calculations are neither mathematically nor politically cogent.
So Trump is forcing the Germans
to clarify their position. As a result,
the federal government is being
nudged towards more self-reliance
while engaging in a more honest
debate on external and internal
security – and on what it will cost.
For a country with this history
and meager experience in strategic
thinking, this is an enormous challenge – and yet perhaps also an
opportunity, for Europe as well.
Although it is no certainty, it is
comforting to assert that no president, not even the current one, can
destroy the ties that link the American and German people. The grimmest predictions usually garner the
most attention, but they are mostly
false. Benjamin Franklin once said
of the German immigrants in the
US: “Those who come hither are
generally of the most ignorant
Stupid Sort of their own Nation.”
One should take care, he wrote
that they not “Germanize” the US.
It turned out to be an ill-founded
concern.
The quarrel over the Iraq war was
followed by eight years of Obama,
whom the Germans rhapsodized as
they had Kennedy decades earlier.
But half of America rejects Trump
as fiercely as do the Germans. And
while the prospect that things may
still improve with this president
remains bleak, there is the comforting thought that there will be a
post-Trump period.
Until that time, Germany must
proceed with self-confidence, criticism and self-criticism, but also
with a healthy portion of strategic
patience. Never give up on a friend –
and certainly not when he’s in such
dire straits as is this magnificent
land with its less-than-magnificent
president.
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Pivot to nowhere? US President Donald Trump turns his back on Europe.

Spurring Europe to action
America’s retreat and Donald Trump’s refusal to lead are putting the trans-Atlantic alliance at risk

BY THEO SOMMER

W

e live in perilous times in an
imperiled world. The most dramatic shift of power and wealth
since the ascent of the United States to
worldwide dominance a hundred years
ago puts an end to 500 years of Western (and white) hegemony. China’s rise
from international insignificance to global
clout is changing the power balance. The
Chinese model – capitalism plus authoritarianism – poses a grave challenge to the
Western system of free market democracy, as despots all over the world are
eager to emulate it. The liberal international order, built by America after World
War II and sustained by its European
allies ever since, is collapsing. Democracy
is in retreat; nationalism and tribalism
are gaining ground; and global instability
continues to grow. Even in the so-called
free world, democracy is again at risk.
Worse yet: Facing a China on the rise
and a disruptive Russia in a world replete
with threats and disorder, what used to be
known as “the West” is breaking down.
The cause, in the eyes of most Europeans, is President Donald Trump’s apparent determination to destroy the world
order the US created: the web of alliances
and institutions that underwrote freedom,
safeguarded peace and promoted prosperity. “Today,” Robert Kagan states in his
recent article titled “The Cost of American
Retreat,” “the US seems bent on relinquishing its duties in pushing back the jungle.”
Atlas, the Titan of endurance, is tired of
holding up the sky.
This is not a new phenomenon. Isolationism has been the twin of imperialism throughout America’s 242-year history. Swings from geopolitical outreach
to withdrawal into its continental shell
have punctuated the country’s policy. The
current retreat has been long in coming. It
was George W. Bush who first pulled back
from multilateralism, making unilateralism
his guiding principle. Barack Obama prioritized nation-building at home and leading from behind. Under Donald Trump,
strategic restraint has shriveled to strategic
retreat. He refuses to lead. His battle cry
“America first” jettisons the basic concept
that deal-making means taking the interests
of your partners into account instead of
rudely overpowering and crushing them.
Trump is the first to think that the American world order undermines American
greatness – Mark Leonard’s sly remark is
dead-on. For the time being, the president
marks an inflection point.
The question is: President Trump’s
obnoxious style, his incalculability and his
unreliability – are they a temporary detour

or, horrible thought, likely to become a
permanent fixture of US foreign policy?
While Europeans expect his ghastly style to
disappear with him, they are by no means
sure that the basic thrust of his approach
will vanish as well.
Pessimists in Europe assume that America’s inward turn will continue. In 15 to 20
years, whites will be a minority, they point
out. This will weaken ties with Europe and
sap the trans-Atlantic commitment.
European optimists assume that the US
pullback from the liberal world order
won’t last long. They bank on the resilience
and the ultimate rationality of American
voters. The pendulum will swing back to
normal, they say. “Trump’s foreign policy
will not outlast his whims,” argues Janan
Ganesh in the Financial Times.
The realists are not so sure. They consider it too risky to rely on the hope that
Trumpism will disappear with Trump. At
any rate, for the time being they have to
reckon with a president who throws out
treaties, whose allegiance to NATO is questionable and who considers the European
Union a “foe.”
Friedrich Merz, the chairman of AtlantikBrücke, put his finger on the wound when
he said: “We Europeans must define our
role in the world without the US. To be
true: It would be better if America returned
to the fold one fine day, but at the present
moment we can’t count on this for sure.”
Merz echoed Chancellor Angela Merkel’s
memorable statement: “The times when
we could fully rely on one another are
more or less over, so I can only say that
we Europeans must take our fate into our
own hands.” French president Emmanuel
Macron weighed in: “The partner with
which Europe built the post-war multilateral order seems to be turning its back on
this shared history.” At the annual conference of his ambassadors, Macron added:
“Europe can no longer entrust its security
to the United States alone. Today, it is up
to us to assume our responsibilities and to
guarantee security – and thereby European
sovereignty.”
It seems paradoxical but it is a fact:
Donald Trump’s truculence is finally spurring the Europeans to action. In various
fields they are stepping up to the plate.
They are increasing their defense spending
and boosting their military cooperation
and integration. They are in the process of
aligning their foreign policies – vis-à-vis the
Mediterranean and Africa, but also with
regard to China. Simultaneously, they are
strengthening the stability of the euro and
moving towards a fuller banking union.
In his last State-of-the-Union address
to the European Parliament, Commission
President Jean-Claude Juncker insisted,
perhaps a bit grandiloquently, that Europe

needed Weltpolitikfähigkeit, the capacity
for world politics. He is right, of course.
And while it is undeniable that Europe
won’t get there quickly, at least it’s on
the move.
Europe won’t cut loose from America.
The goal, in the words of German Foreign Minister Heiko Maas, is a “balanced
relationship,” a relationship in which the
US can no longer push Europe around by
the exterritorial assertion of its sanctions
policy, by weaponizing the dollar or by
its Liebesentzug – withdrawal of affection – regarding international institutions.
Maas wants Europe to act as a “counterweight” to America, capable of defending
“red lines” crossed by Washington. Like

GERMANY IS
NOT GOING
TO ABANDON
AMERICA. BUT
IT DEVOUTLY
WISHES THAT
AMERICA
REMAIN TRUE
TO ITSELF
Juncker, who finds it ridiculous that Europeans pay for their Airbuses and 80 percent
of energy imports in dollars, he wants to
install independent payment channels outside the Swift system. Beyond that, forging
an “alliance for multilateralism” is one of
his principal projects.
Yet the minister also says: “We are still
close to each other.” To manifest this closeness and to rescue it into the future is the
central purpose of Deutschlandjahr USA.
Maas was deeply touched when during
one of his recent trips, a young GI pulled
him aside and implored him: “Please, don’t
abandon America.” Germany is not going
to abandon America. But it devoutly wishes
that America remain true to itself.
This paper was founded in 2004 at a
time when German-American relations
were at their lowest point after the end of
conflict between East and West. The bone
of contention was George W. Bush’s Iraq
war, started on the basis of lies and selfdeception. We raised our voice in order to
bridge the profound gap. It worked.

Today we raise our voice again. Our
purpose is the same as then: to save the
trans-Atlantic community. It remains a
vital asset not only for Europe, its security
and its prosperity, but also for America’s
influence in the world. Denigrating allies,
however troublesome they may be at times,
is the shortest road to isolation. We should
all remember Winston Churchill’s dictum:
“The only thing worse than having allies is
not having allies.” In the same vein, Donald
Tusk, president of the European Council,
implored Donald Trump: “Appreciate your
allies, for you don’t have many.”
We are firmly convinced that we must
not let our trans-Atlantic partnership erode
and silently fade away. The reasons are
obvious.
First: We face a host of problems that
neither Europe nor the United States can
hope to master alone. The challenges of
our time require partnership as a response:
in combatting terrorism; stopping the
spread of weapons of mass destruction,
especially nuclear weapons; building peace
in the Middle East; providing energy security; fighting climate change; and solving
the never-ending trade disputes in a nonantagonistic way.
Second: We have more in common
with each other than with anyone else. If
America and Europe are to thrive in the
new era unfolding before us today, they
should beware of letting their partnership
languish. Only together can they hope to
hold their own in a world of ever more and
ever stronger competing powers.
Third: There is a very simple demographic reason for hanging together. By
the year 2050, America and Europe will
each comprise a population of 500 Million
– between them, one billion people facing
nine or ten billion in the rest of the world.
One billion people in the West, nine or ten
billion in the rest – that prospect deserves
sober contemplation.
The late Senator John S. McCain
was a stalwart advocate of Western
unity and an unwavering supporter
of the world America has inspired,
organized and led for three-quarters
of a century. At last year’s Munich
Security Conference he made an appeal
to the Europeans: “Make no mistake,
my friends: These are dangerous times,
but you should not count America out,
and we should not count each other
out.” Heeding McCain’s admonition
would be the noblest way of honoring
the memory of a great American and
dedicated Atlanticist.
THEO SOMMER
is the executive editor of
The German Times.

